Ring Rolling • Tube Manipulation and Coiling
Punching • Drilling • Welding
Spiral Bending • Plate Rolling • Fabrication
Bespoke Projects

For more information, please visit our website:
www.whitecrossring.co.uk

Batty Street, Bradford BD4 8AG  Tel: 01274 669933  Fax: 01274 660137
Email: info@whitecrossring.co.uk
Section Bending

Our core business is the cold bending of steel flat bars, angle iron, channels and hollow sections.

We have gained a comprehensive knowledge of section bending over the past five decades and have developed innovative techniques in bending different metals and profiles. We are always willing to consider new and unusual operations. Such development has made us a leading company in our field.

Top Hat and Channel Sections

White Cross Rings are a major supplier of stainless and mild steel “Top Hat” reinforcement rings for the tank container / road tanker industry. These can be customised to your requirements as can a variety of folded channels with toes in or out.
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Punching

As our name suggests, Angle Rings and Flanges form a major part of our manufacturing output. With our high precision punching technology, we have the ability to punch holes to your exact specifications and supply complete rings at very competitive prices. This saves you both time and money when speed and accuracy are a priority.

Welding

Another service we can offer is welding. Ranging from full penetration welds to tack welds in a variety of material specifications including mild steel, stainless steel and aluminium. Our welders are also trained in ring rolling which helps them ensure roundness and flatness to the end product.

Drilling

In the early days before we had the punching machinery, we would drill holes into our rings when required; this experience has given us the expertise to continue to offer this service where necessary. Working to customers specifications we meet the same high standard of accuracy on our drilling as with our punching service.

Ring Rolling
Tube Bending

White Cross Rings have fully automated cnc tube bending machinery, offering tight radius bends with greater accuracy for your tube and pipe bending.

Leisure and sports equipment are just one of the many applications for this service which include:
- Tubular Barriers
- Tank Container Products
- Hand Railing
- Public Transport Products
- Pressure Vessel Equipment
- And many more...

With our Tube Rolling capacity, we can offer an even wider range of tube manipulated products, which also includes the ability to roll split tube to form limpet coils for the production of vessels.

Spiral Handrails

Spiralled handrails are a relatively new innovation for White Cross Rings.

In response to many enquiries from existing customers, we have developed and perfected an accurate spiral bending technique and are now specialists in this niche market. We can supply handrails in section and tube in a variety of materials.

White Cross Rings have experienced engineers working in their sales team who can work from your drawings and would be happy to advise you on the logistics of building a bespoke spiral staircase.

We can supply you with central columns and treads of any size to suit your requirements.
Full range of plate rolling & welding services now available
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So much more than rings!

Bespoke bending and special projects are always welcome at White Cross Rings. We have long since recognised that our willingness to investigate new and innovative techniques be they bending or involving other fabrication processes, as being one of our major strengths.

Our qualified engineers and estimating staff will be happy to assist you with enquiries relating to all your bending and fabrication requirements.

Just Call 01274 669933  Fax 01274 660137  email info@whitecrossring.co.uk
White Cross Ring Co Ltd. Battye Street, Bradford BD4 8AG
Visit our website at www.whitecrossring.co.uk
With a skilled and motivated workforce, our factory is well equipped to assist you with a wide range of bending services supplying large to small quantities. Throughout the years we have gained a wealth of experience and can help customers by using our ability to determine the best and most economic bending solutions to manufacturing problems.

The nature of our business means that we serve a very wide range of industries and are therefore in a position to promote and recommend them to others...as it says on the crane we’re "BACKING BRITIAN" (BRITAIN)

White Cross Rings are ideally situated close to major motorway links networking the whole of the UK.

We have our own transport and an awareness of keeping carriage costs to a minimum for our customers. This we do by offering swift and efficient delivery options, using other transport providers where appropriate.

Photograph from the early days of White Cross Rings. The graffiti on the crane dates back to the 1968 "I’m Backing Britain" campaign.

...thankfully our rings were far better than our spelling!
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Yorgrip is a unique open grid Aluminium Walkway System with a durable and effective built in grip. Yorgrip is widely used in the Tanker Industry for the required walkways and ladders.

LIGHTWEIGHT YET STRONG

Yorgrip can be incorporated into Safety platforms which we can fabricate to your exact specifications with handrails and ladders as required and can be custom built to fit around valves, pipes and awkward areas.

The Yorgrip design offers BUILT TO FIT Access & Safety Solutions

YORGRIP, BATTYE STREET, BRADFORD, BD4 8AG   www.yorgrip.co.uk
TEL 01274 668699   FAX 01274 666122   Email sales@yorgrip.co.uk
Order your safety platforms, ladders and walkways from YORGRIP ready made to FIT, saving time in your Production and adding value for your customers with an Industry recognised quality product.
TRACTOR CATWALK UNITS
Designed to give maximum grip for driver safety. Prevent falls between chassis rails by filling the gap. Steps for access either side are available.
Yorgrip Retractable Handrails and ladders

The YORGRIP name has long been a recognised mark of quality throughout the Tanker Manufacturing Industry.
Yorgrip Aluminium walkway Panels are custom made to your exact specifications. The built in gripped edge offers maximum grip for safety, and the open grid design gives lightness with built in strength. The open construction qualities of Yorgrip allow the free flow of air in heat vulnerable areas. In a factory environment, Yorgrip panels can be used for a wide range of applications and individual systems can be constructed to suit your site. Yorgrip panels can also be manufactured without the gripped edge.